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More Pai Gow Poker Strategy This guide is quite basic in terms of Pai Gow Poker strategy. If youre interested in learning more
elaborate strategy we suggest Stanford Wongs Book Optimal Pai Gow Strategy or Google searching Pai Gow Poker Strategy.
The game of Pai Gow poker itself is straightforward but to play with the optimal pai gow strategy it takes study and work to
memorize the rules to minimize the house edge. After you make your bet, youll receive 7 cards. Youll need to arrange those cards
into two separate hands a 2-card hand and a 5-card hand. Pai-Gow Poker, a variation of the Chinese domino game pai gow, is a
popular casino game thanks in part to it being a low-risk game, and the fact it is easy to learn optimal pai-gow poker strategy.
Another reason for its popularity is the player compete against . I have two different printings of Wong's "Optimal Stategy for Pai
Gow Poker." His edition and his edition use different figures in "When to two card second and fourth singletons". There are a total
of 10 differences between his edition and his edition. Optimal Strategy. Deciding how to split your seven cards is where Pai Gow
Poker strategy comes in. Like Blackjack, this game has been solved by computers, and if you play an optimal strategy, you can
narrow the house edge down as low as possible.
Pai Gow Poker Introduction. Pai Gow Poker is a variation of the Chinese domino game pai amisboutiquex.com game is known for a
slow rate of play and lots of pushes, resulting in low risk game. While a game of skill, most hands are obvious how to play, and it is
not difficult to learn proper strategy . The Pai Gow Poker strategies on this page are designed to be used against the Foxwoods house
way. They may or may not be as effective against other house ways. The Simple Dealer-Banker Strategy has a house edge of %
when the dealer is banking. For comparison, the House Way has a house edge of. The following strategy table, from Stanford
Wong's excellent book Optimal Strategy for Pai Gow Poker, indicates the proper way to play all possible two pairs: 22
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